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Summary

Aim: Elevation of Troponin after scheduled per-
cutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is a recog-
nized consequence. We sought to evaluate the
prognostic significance and impact of the newly
published definition of PCI-related myocardial
infarction (MI) according to which any troponin
elevation >3 times the upper reference limit identify
a peri-procedural MI.
Methods: Search of BioMedCentral, CENTRAL,
mRCT and PubMed (updated May 2008).
Outcomes of interest were: MACE [the composite
of all cause death, MI, repeat target vessel PCI (re-
PCI) and coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG)];
single end points were also assessed.
Results: Fifteen studies have been included total-
ling 7578 patients. Troponin elevation occurred
in 28.7% of the procedures. The incidence of
PCI-related MI according to the new definition
was 14.5%. During the hospitalization, any level
of raised troponin was associated with an increased
risk of MACE [OR 11.29 (3.00–42.48),

Number needed to harm (NNH) 5], death [OR
7.16 (1.95–26.27), NNH = 100], MI [OR 30.85
(6.05–157.38), NNH = 4] and re-PCI [OR 4.13
(1.23–13.88), NNH = 50]. Patients with PCI-related
MI had an increased risk of death [OR 17.25
(2.71–109.96), NNH = 100] and re-PCI [OR 10.86
(3.2–36.94), NNH = 25]. At follow up of 18 months
any troponin elevation was associated with an
increased risk of MACE [OR 1.48 (1.12–1.96),
NNH = 20], death [OR 2.19 (1.59–3.00),
NNH = 50], MI [OR 3.29 (2.71–6.31), NNH = 33]
and re-PCI [OR 1.47 (1.06–2.03), NNH = 25].
In patients with PCI-related MI the risk of MACE
was further increased: OR 2.25 (1.26–4.00),
NNH = 3. An increase of the troponin level below
the cut-off was not associated with MACE.
Conclusion: A diagnosis of MI according to the new
guidelines applies to 15% of patients undergoing
PCI and these patients are at high risk of further
adverse events both during the hospital stay and at
18 months.
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Introduction

The incidence of elevated biomarkers of myocardial
damage after percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI) is 1–30%. This variation reflects differences in
the biomarker measured and the patient population
being treated. There is an increasing consensus that
troponin is probably the most relevant biomarker
but the prognostic impact of troponin elevation after
PCI is still debated.1,2

The new universal definition of myocardial
infarction (MI)3 arbitrarily defines ‘PCI-related MI’
as patients with normal baseline levels and a rise of
troponin three times the 99th percentile of the upper
reference limit (URL).3 By means of a meta-analytic
approach, we sought to comprehensively assess the
incidence and the prognostic impact of troponin
elevation in patients with normal baseline levels
undergoing PCI, and also the incidence, impact
and practical implications of this new definition of
PCI-related MI.

Methods

Data sources and searches

BioMedCentral, CENTRAL, mRCT and PubMed
were searched (updated to May 2008), according
to an established method.4 Pertinent studies were
also searched in major recent international cardiol-
ogy meetings. References of original and review
articles were cross-checked. Key words were
‘troponin’, ‘percutaneous’ and ‘intervention’.

Study selection

Characteristics of included studies were: (i) normal
baseline troponin, (ii) scheduled procedure for
stable or unstable angina, (iii) post procedure
Troponin assessed and (iv) complete reporting of
procedural and follow up raw data. Both studies
assessing troponin T and I elevation have been
included if they fulfilled the above criteria.

Data extraction and end points

Two independent reviewers (L.T., W.v.G.) per-
formed data abstraction. Divergences were resolved
by consensus and/or another reviewer. The end
points of interest in the overall analysis were: (i) the
combined rate of major adverse cardiovascular
events (MACE), defined as all cause death, further
non-fatal acute MI (both Q and non-Q wave),
repeat target vessel PCI (re-PCI), and coronary
artery bypass surgery (CABG). Additional analyses
were carried out for single end points. In-hospital
and follow-up data have been appraised

and analysed. The definitions of end point across

the included studies were consistent so that they

have been accepted in the data abstraction.
We then assessed the risk of overall death and a

further MI in patients with raised troponin above and

below the cut-off of PCI-related MI according to the

new guidelines.3 We calculated the number needed

to harm as 1/Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR).

Data synthesis and analysis

Review Manager freeware package (RevMan 4.2)5

was used for analysis. Review Manager is a

comprehensive statistical and reviewing program,

developed and maintained by The Cochrane

Collaboration (Oxford, UK), which includes ad hoc

statistical tools for pooled estimate calculations,

according to several methods.
At first we calculated random effect odds ratios

(OR) with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI),

for the comparisons of patients with any raised

Troponin vs. patient without raised Troponin, and

then we assessed the ORs for patients with levels of

raised Troponin above and below the cut-off for

PCI-related MI.3 Binary outcomes from individual

studies were combined with Der Simonian and Laird

random-effect model, according to an ‘intention to

treat’ analysis. We also carried out the ‘z’ test with

z = estimated effect size/standard error of the esti-

mated effect size, and the OR considered on the log

scale. As log(OR) has a unimodal distribution, the

reported z values were analysed to obtain a two-

tailed ‘P ’, and hypothesis testing results were

considered statistically significant at the 0.05 level.6

We computed Cochrane Q heterogeneity test (H)

by summing the squared deviations of each study’s

estimate from the overall meta-analytic estimate,

weighting each study’s contribution in the same

manner. Heterogeneity was considered significant at

‘P for H’<0.10.6

Sensitivity analysis was performed by excluding

studies one at time, in order to assess the contribu-

tion of each study to the pooled estimates.6

The likelihood of publication bias was assessed

graphically by generating a funnel plot for the

combined end point of MACE and mathemat-

ically by means of Egger’s test (P for significant

asymmetry< 0.1).7

We also subgrouped studies according to the

use of IIb/IIIa antagonists, saphenous vein graft

intervention >5% of the entire study population,

debulking device utilization and extensive (at least

50% of the lesions) stent implantation, and calcu-

lated relative ORs for subsequent risk of MACE

during follow up.
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There is an inevitable link between the detection
of elevated troponin and a clinical diagnosis of MI.
As one outcome is linked intimately with another,
we chose to perform the analysis of in-hospital
MACE with and without the end point of MI.

This study is inspired by good practice guide-
lines,8 including those from the Cochrane
Collaboration, and the Quality of Reporting of
Meta-analyses (QUOROM) statement.6

Results

Search results and study characteristics

Out of 262 citations, 15 studies totalling 7578
patients have been finally included1,2,9–21 (Figure 1).
Main study characteristics are shown in the tables
(Tables 1 and 2). All the included manuscripts were

registry/cohort studies. Seven studies included
patients with a diagnosis of unstable angina and
normal baseline troponin.1,2,9,10,17,20,21 See appen-
dix for excluded studies.

In-hospital outcome

Regardless its extent, elevation of troponin after
scheduled PCI occurred in 28.7% of the procedures.
It was associated with an increased risk of sub-
sequent MACE [OR 11.29 (3.00–42.48), P< 0.001;

P for heterogeneity< 0.001, ARR = 0.23, NNH = 5],
death [OR 7.16 (1.95–26.27), P = 0.003; P for
heterogeneity = 0.82, ARR = 0.01, NNH = 100],

MI [OR 30.85 (6.05–157.38), P< 0.001, P for

heterogeneity = 0.008, ARR = 0.25, NNH = 4], re-

PCI [OR 4.13 (1.23–13.88), P = 0.02, P for hetero-

geneity = 0.2, ARR = 0.02, NNH = 50]. No difference

was found for the risk of urgent/emergency CABG.

The OR for the risk of MACE, excluding MI, was

2.49 (0.96–6.49), P = 0.06, P for heterogeneity 0.03.
The incidence of PCI-related MI according to the

new definition was 14.5%.
Two studies (about 2000 patients) reported raw

data according to the level of raised troponin16,21:

patients with a raised troponin 3 times URL had an

increased risk of death [OR 17.25 (2.71–109.96),

P = 0.003, P for heterogeneity = 0.73, ARR = 0.01,

NNH = 100] and re-PCI [OR 10.86 (3.2–36.94),

P< 0.001, P for heterogeneity = 0.2, ARR = 0.04,

NNH = 25]. No significant difference in the risk of

MACE and CABG has been found. One study

reported raw data for the risk of in-hospital MI,

suggesting that a raised troponin 3 times URL

conferred a higher risk.21

In patients with raised troponin below the cut-off,

no difference has been found in the risk of MACE,

death, re-PCI or CABG. One study reported raw data

for the risk of in-hospital MI, suggesting that even

a raised troponin below 3x URL conferred a higher

risk. 21

Follow-up outcome: overall analysis

At an average follow up of 17.7 months, troponin

elevation was associated with an increased risk

of MACE [OR 1.48 (1.12–1.96), P = 0.006, P for

heterogeneity = 0.0001, ARR = 0.05, NNH = 20,

Figure 2], overall death [OR 2.19 (1.59–3.00),

P< 0.001, P for heterogeneity = 0.38, ARR = 0.02,

NNH = 50, Figure 3A], MI [OR 3.19 (2.71–6.31),

P = 0.0003, P for heterogeneity = 0.01, ARD = 0.03,

NNH = 33, Figure 3B] and re-PCI [OR 1.47

(1.06–2.03), P = 0.02, P for heterogeneity = 0.23,

ARR = 0.04, NNH = 25, Figure 3C]. No significant

difference in the risk of bypass surgery has been

found (Figure 3D).
Four studies,11,14,16,21 totalling 2359 patients,

follow up ranging between 8 and 72 months

(mean 26 months), reported incidence of raised

troponin above the cut-off.3 Such elevation of

troponin occurred in 14.5% of the cases. It was

associated with a further increased risk of MACE with

an OR of 2.25 (1.26–4.00), P = 0.006, P for hetero-

geneity = 0.04, ARR = 0.28, NNH = 3, (Figure 4A).
A raised troponin below the cut-off was asso-

ciated with a non significant increased risk of

MACE: OR 1.85 (0.80–4.28), P = 0.15, (Figure 4B).

262 potentially relevant citations
identified and screened  for retrieval 

15 reports excluded because
reviews, incomplete reporting,

acute coronary syndromes,
raised baseline TnI included 

 232 citations excluded by title
or abstract examination 

15 studies finally included 

30 reports retrieved for detailed
evaluation

Figure 1. Flow diagram according to QUOROM state-

ment. Inclusion criteria: (1) normal baseline Troponin; (2)

scheduled procedure for stable or unstable angina; (3)

post-procedure Troponin assessed; (4) complete reporting

of procedural and follow up raw data
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Table 2 Procedural characteristics of included studies

Study B2/C

lesion

(%)

Graft

(%)

Debulking

device

(%)

Success

rate

Complications

ratea

(%)

IIb/IIIa

inhibitor

(%)

Thyenopiridine

load

Dual

antiplatelet

therapy

duration

PTCA

only

(%)

Bertinchant et al.9 75b 1 0 NA 53.2 0 500 mg Ticl 4 weeks 58%

Fuchs et al.21 NA 8% 28 NA 3.2 10% NA NA 17.5

Gruberg et al.10 NA 24.8 22.8 91 NA 3 No 2–4 weeks NA

Herrmann et al.13 42.7 15.5 0 NA 10 16 300 mg Clop 4 weeks NA

Saadeddin et al.12 89b 0 0 NA 13.5 0 No NA 28

Nageh et al.15 70b 0 9 94 21.5 6.3 300 mg Clop 4 weeks 40

Kizer et al.14 12 c NA NA NA NA 0 No NA 91

Ramirez-Moreno et al.17 16d 0.5 0 NA 21.7 22.4 NA 4 weeks 0

Natarajan et al.16 57 5 NA NA 3 18 Both 4 weeks 17

Drzewiecka et al.11 NA NA NA NA NA NA no 4 weeks NA

Okmen et al.20 38 0 0 NA 12 42 500 mg Ticl 4 weeks 15

Izgi et al.18 78b 3 0 NA 6 5 300 mg Clop 2 months 8

Prasad et al.2 33.6c 9 12 98 15 50 NA NA 7.5

Miller et al.1 NA 0 0 NA NA 65 300 mg Clop NA 11

Nienhuis et al.19 NA 0 NA NA 1.5 NA 300 mg Clop 4 weeks NA

NA: not available. PTCA: percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty.
aDefined according to each study definition.
bIncluding B1 lesions.
cC lesions only.
dPercentage of lesion longer than 20 mm.

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of included studies

Study Year Design N FU M%

T+

M%

T�

Age

T+ (SD)

Age

T� (SD)

D

(%)

Measurement

time points

Bertinchant et al.9 1999 Cohort study 105 19 78.3 74 63 (11) 60 (11) 27 Baseline, 6, 12, 18,

24, 36, 48 h

Fuchs et al.21 2000 Cohort study 1129 8 68.5 69 66 (8) 64 (11) 28 Baseline, 6, 18,

24 h

Gruberg et al.10 2002 Cohort study 116 12 76.0 68.2 73 (9) 69 (10) 48 Baseline, 6, 18,

24 h

Herrmann et al.13 2002 Cohort study 278 7.8 75.0 80.4 62.3 (7.9) 61.4 (9.2) 19 Baseline, 6,

12, 24 h

Saadeddin et al.12 2002 Cohort study 96 24 62 81 55 (13) 55 (11) 59 Baseline, 24 h

Nageh et al.15 2003 Cohort study 109 18 NA NA NA NA 18 Baseline, 6, 12,

24 h

Kizer et al.14 2003 Cohort study 128 72 87% 71% 58 (39–79) 61 (34–83) 30 Baseline, 0, 8, 12,

24 h

Ramirez-Moreno

et al.17

2004 Cohort study 147 10 75 71 64.8 (7.6) 62.1 (11.4) 31 Baseline, 6, 12, 18,

24 h

Natarajan et al.16 2004 Cohort study 1128 12 61 68 63.3 (10.5) 60.3 (11.1) 20 Baseline, 8, 16 h

Drzewiecka et al.11 2004 Cohort study 90 12 NA NA NA NA 24 Baseline, 12, 24 h

Okmen et al.20 2006 Cohort study 100 21 73 88 57 (9) 55 (10) 28 Baseline, 6, 12, 18,

24 h

Izgi et al.18 2006 Cohort study 100 12 88.9 89 55.0 (12.8) 54.2 (10.3) 12 Baseline, 24 h

Prasad et al.2 2006 Cohort study 1949 26 69 72 69.7 (11.1) 65.8 (11.1) 28 Baseline, 8, 16 h

Miller et al.1 2006 Cohort study 1619 12 NA NA NA NA 26 Baseline, 0, 8, 16 h

Nienhuis et al.19 2007 Cohort study 713 1 69 74 63.5 63.7 16 Baseline, 12 h

D: diabetes; FU: follow up (months); M: male sex; N: cohort size; NA: not available; SD: standard deviation; T+: Troponin positive;

T–: Troponin negative.
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Follow-up outcome: subgroup analysis

Only one of the pre-specified subgroup analyses

reached statistical significance. In studies in which

>5% of the population underwent saphenous vein

graft treatment,2,10,13,16,21 the risk of mid-long-term

MACE was higher in troponin positive patients than

those patients with normal post procedure troponin

[OR 1.49 (1.06–2.10), P = 0.02].
Seven studies1,2,9,10,17,20,21 included patients with

normal baseline troponin and stable or unstable

angina perhaps not providing separate patient-level

data according to the indication of the procedure,

therefore any further statistical inspection of the

impact of the clinical status and admission diagnosis

seemed unreliable.

Sensitivity analysis and publication bias

In the analysis for any level of increased troponin,

the sequential exclusion of each trial from the

computation of the OR for MACE did not affect the

overall result (Table 3).
The funnel plot according to the overall risk of

MACE shows clear symmetry, further confirmed

by the Egger’s test as ‘P for asymmetry’ was 0.885,

(Figure 5). The presence of four studies outside

the boundaries of the 95% CI is a further con-

firmation of the usefulness of pooling data as the

overall result takes into account all the included

trials and gives a summary of the evidences beyond

specific limitations of any single studies. In partic-

ular there are two studies, Nageh et al.15 and

Ramirez- Moreno et al.,17 which lie far outside.

Possible explanations relate to the features of

such studies, in particular the sample size, the

definition of the end points and the characteristics

of the study population. Moreover, differences in

the management of the complications and/or the

technical approaches might play a part in this

finding.

Discussion

A raised troponin from a normal baseline level after

scheduled PCI is a common finding as it occurred in

almost a third of patients. Overall, elevation of

troponin affected mid-long-term prognosis as it is

associated with significantly increased risk of MACE,

specifically with a doubled risk of overall death and

a 3-fold risk of subsequent MI. After PCI, patients

with a raised troponin >3 times the 99th percentile

of the URL have further increased risk of MACE

compared to those patients without troponin eleva-

tion at an average follow up of about 17.7 months.

Smaller levels of troponin elevation <3 times the

Figure 2. Individual and summary ORs for major adverse cardiac events in the overall analysis (all cause death/non-fatal

MI/repeat PCI/coronary artery bypass graft).
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99th percentile of the URL were not associated with
a worse prognosis.

In the studies included in this analysis, few
clearly report angiographic success and definitions
of procedural complication were quite different.
Unsurprisingly MACE is highly linked to the
diagnosis of in-hospital MI. According to these
data, the risk of PCI-related MI is about 15% and
the number needed to harm for further MACE is
three. So for every 100 coronary interventions about
15 patients would receive a diagnosis of PCI-related
MI. Among these 15, five will experience a further
MACE in the next 18 months.

The relevance of cardiac marker elevation during
and after PCI has been debated by interventionalists
for some years. However, using CK-MB it became
clear that patients with enzyme elevation >5 times
URL clearly had an impact on subsequent prog-
nosis.23 The impact of elevation of CPK to levels
<5 times URL was less clear. The introduction of
troponin measurement has reinvigorated the debate
particularly because enzyme elevation appeared

more frequent. More recently detailed studies have
shown the link between elevated troponin post PCI
and areas of new myonecrosis on MRI scanning.
These studies have definitively shown that the issue
of troponin elevation is not an epiphenomenon and
cannot be ignored.24

There are broadly two circumstances where
troponin elevation occurs after PCI. The first is
where a procedure appears to be complication free
and in these circumstances the troponin elevation is
considered surprising and occult. When review of
the angiogram fails to elucidate any compromise
of small vessels the most likely cause for this is
embolised atheromatous material displaced down-
stream during stent expansion. Procedurally, this
may be evident as slower antegrade flow but the
ultimate consequence is a limited area of down-
stream infarction. The second circumstance occurs
in cases where the index PCI procedure may have
involved procedural side branch occlusion and/or
coronary dissection. These patients are usually more
complex with more atheroma and procedural risk

Figure 4. Individual and summary ORs for major adverse cardiac events (all-cause death/non-fatal MI/repeat PCI/coronary

artery bypass graft) according to levels of raised troponin. (A) Raised troponin above the cut-off of the new universal

definition. (B) Raised troponin below the cut off of the new universal definition.
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factors including diabetes and renal dysfunction
etc. In these cases despite the operators’ intention,
a suboptimal outcome may result with residual
stenosis or impaired antegrade flow to side
branches. Differentiation between these two differ-
ent circumstances in most published studies is not
possible. As a consequence we cannot definitively
define whether troponin elevation reflects a difficult
procedure with inadequate procedural results or
whether it is a marker of a highest risk group
undergoing PCI treatment. But, it is probably not
surprising that these patients appear to be more
likely to have further events.

The lack of prognostic significance of small
increases of troponin after PCI, despite a clear
trend, could be to due to the relatively small sample
size, i.e. it is conceivable that to distinguish between
the prognostic impact of a small increase of troponin
and the impact of other clinical variables a larger

population would be required. From the sub-group
studies, in troponin positive patients saphenous vein
graft treatment appeared to confer a higher risk of
subsequent events compared to patients with no
troponin rise. High rates of subsequent MACE are
well recognised following vein graft intervention.
This is in part due to a higher angioplasty restenosis
rate but also a higher rate of disease progression in
other areas of the vein graft compared to native
coronary artery disease.25

Several studies published in the last few years
suggested different approaches aiming at reducing
the risk of myocardial damage after elective PCI.
Pre-treatment with high dose statins appeared to
significantly reduce procedural myocardial injury
in elective coronary intervention.26,27 Also pre-
treatment with 50 mcg of adenosine appears to
decreases the incidence of myonecrosis after non-
urgent PCI compared with patients not undergoing
pre-treatment.28

Historically the subsequent management of
patients after a successful PCI did not take in great
account the prognostic implications of a raised
troponin. However, the new universal definition of
PCI-related MI clearly identifies a population of
patients at high risk of adverse events. This should
be discussed in the consent process for PCI and
when troponin is elevated >3 times URL, adopting
similar management of patients with spontaneous
acute MI should be considered. Assessment of left
ventricle function and direction of social and
employment decisions as highlighted by the guide-
line3 is probably reasonable as the patient has a
higher risk of future events than those patients where
troponin is not elevated after PCI.

The practical first step is a consensus of the
timing of biomarker sampling. A normal level at 6 h
following the procedure makes significant elevation
unlikely but sampling of troponin I 24 h after PCI
correlates well with the magnitude of procedural
myocardial necrosis.29 Subsequently a robust audit
mechanism to review cases where troponin is
elevated is appropriate. This will influence practice
in cases where troponin was raised and act as a spur
for further research.

Contribution of the present study to
the current context

There is no previous meta-analytic assessment of
the prognostic impact of troponin after scheduled
PCI according to the new definition of PCI-related
MI. Additionally, these data differ from a previous
meta-analysis about the prognostic significance of
troponin30 as only publications in which raw data
were available for independent OR calculation were

Table 3 Sensitivity analysis

Excluded studies OR CI

Bertinchant et al.9 1.49 1.09–2.02

Fuchs et al.21 1.45 1.10–1.98

Gruberg et al.10 1.38 1.03–1.86

Herrmann et al.13 1.50 1.09–2.06

Saadeddin et al.12 1.38 1.03–1.85

Nageh et al.15 1.58 1.25–2.01

Kizer et al.14 1.48 1.08–2.02

Ramirez-Moreno et al.17 1.37 1.03–1.81

Natarajan et al.16 1.52 1.12–2.11

Drzewiecka et al.11 1.46 1.07–2.03

Okmen et al.20 1.49 1.10–2.04

Izgi et al.18 1.42 1.05–1.93

Prasad et al.2 1.46 1.04–2.05

Miller et al.1 1.52 1.08–2.13

Nienhuis et al.19 1.47 1.06–2.04

Figure 5. Funnel plot of included studies according to

the risk of MACE. Dotted lines show the 95% CI.
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selected (Figure 1). Morevoer, the ORs were
calculated according to the random effect model,
as required by the Cochrane collaboration criteria in
the presence of significant heterogeneity, and the
risk of several hard end-points was assessed in order
to fully depict a clinical scenario.

Limitation of the present study

A limitation inherent to all meta-analyses is the
potential heterogeneity among studies that might
lead to inaccurate conclusions. However, the
Cochrane Q heterogeneity test (which assesses
heterogeneity among ORs and the validity of
pooling the results), indicated significant heteroge-
neity for the overall ORs of MACE and MI. This
could be related to the fact that we included in the
definition of MACE also the risk of re-PCI and
CABG: such risk has not been assessed by all the
included studies. However, we overcame this issue
analysing single end points separately. We also
included in the analysis both Troponin I and T, this
might have introduced heterogeneity. Finally, some
the included studies are dated so they represent a
range of several years in which the approach to
patients undergoing PCI progressively but steadily
changed across time. However the incidence of
periprocedural damage was similar and the aim of
the present manuscript was to investigate the
outcome of patients with raised troponin rather
than to evaluate possible preventive strategies and
management.

Conclusion

Troponin measurement after PCI should be manda-
tory. The risk of PCI-related MI is about 15%. The
occurrence of a PCI procedural MI defined by the
new universal definition confers an adverse prog-
nosis both in hospital and over the next 18 months.
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Appendix Excluded studies

Study Criteria for exclusion

Karim et al. Am J Cardiol 1995 � No raw data available for OR calculation

Attali P et al. Clin Cardiol 1998 � No raw data available for OR calculation

Shyu et al. Am Heart J 1998 � Stent vs. balloon comparison

Garbarz et al. Am J Cardiol 1999 � Baseline + TnI patients included.

� No separate raw data provided for patients with baseline—TnI.

Ricchiuti et al. Clin Chim Acta 2000 � PTCA vs. Stent vs. Atherectomy comparison

Cantor et al. JACC 2002 � Not scheduled PCI included.

� Patient with MI within the previous 7 days included

Wu et al. Am J Cardiol 2002 � No raw data available for OR calculation

Ricciardi et al. Am Heart J 2003 � No raw data for group with –Tn after procedure

Nallamothu et al. Am J Cardiol 2003 � No raw data available for OR calculation

Kini et al. Am J Cardiol 2004 � No raw data available for OR calculation

Okmen et al. J Invasive Cardiol 2005 � No raw data available for OR calculation

Newby et al. JACC 2006 � Baseline + TnI/Ck-MB patients included.

� No separate raw data provided for patients with baseline –TnI.

� PCI not performed routinely

Cavallini et al. Eur Heart J 2007 � Baseline + TnI patients included.

� No separate raw data provided for patients with baseline –TnI.
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